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ABSTRACT
This thesis seeks to provide greater meaning and significance to wire glass so that it may be
preserved by exploring the historical origins and complexity of manufacture of the medium. The
Industrial Revolution was a period of amazing evolution in the history of glass manufacture. Plate
glass technology allowed for new design and building construction concepts, including the Crystal
Palace, but this was an imperfect technology. As the brilliant minds of the Revolution struggled to
grapple with the obstacles posed by plate glass, wire glass was eventually born. This new glass
type spread across the United States in subsequent years, fueled by uniform manufacture standards
on the city and state levels and the American mass media’s coverage of conflagrations, which led to
the public’s association of wire glass with safety given its fire retardant and shatterproof qualities.
Wire glass was technically incredibly difficult to produce, especially in mass production, and
although inventors experimented with various treatments and patterns, wire glass remained and was
comparatively expensive (though people generally believed the safety benefits outweighed the
costs). Wire glass fell into disfavor during the World Wars as it was replaced by newer types of
glass that were more economical, but recent trends have sparked renewed interest in the use and
hence preservation of wire glass. Original methods of wire glass manufacture using early wire
netting patterns no longer exist, and so current methods of preservation and conservation involving
replication through glass lamination methods using imported wire nettings and salvage are
discussed. Possible conservation treatments for repair are debated and further research is
concluded.
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INTRODUCTION
Walking into Kingston Hall, one of the many trendy bars located in New York City’s East
Village, one cannot help but notice the driving design aesthetic of playfully reviving old design
mediums. The eye is particularly drawn to the grand display of the main bar, where an enormous
wire glass wall serves as the backdrop for the many shelves of alcohol and spirits (Figure 1). A
warm yellow light peers through the honeycomb pattern of the wire glass, 1 lighting up the various
bottles with an inviting, familiar glow. One is left feeling as though transported to another time,
while simultaneously remaining consciously present in the New York of right now.

Figure 1: Salvaged wire glass is lit up behind the bar’s liquor shelves.2

1

Wire glass is also called “wire-glass,” “wired glass,” “glazed wire(d) glass,” “glass with wire gauze,” “glass with wire
cloth,” “glass with metallic linen,” and “glass with wire netting.” To avoid confusion, for my thesis I am going
to refer to this material as “wire glass.”
2
Courtesy of Sophia Kefallinos, Photograph of Kingston Hall, New York, NY, April 18, 2013.
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The bar in Kingston Hall is just one example of the recent interest of design in wire glass.
New stores are installing wire glass storefronts. Offices are putting up wire glass stairways and
partitions, and sleek industrial furniture and lighting with wire glass elements are being crafted.
This curious type of glass—essentially sheet glass with embedded wire netting—was conceived
during the technological flurry of the Industrial Revolution but was eventually overshadowed by
other types of new glass, including laminated glass, during the World Wars. One consequence of
wire glass’ growing aesthetic appreciation in design circles today has been an increased awareness
of the need to preserve existing wire glass, either by salvaging pieces or replicating them for
installation in historic buildings.
In this thesis, I plan to argue that existing wire glass should be preserved, not only because
of a current design aesthetic, but also because of its rich history. In addition, by understanding the
historical origins of wire glass, I hope to give greater significance to the modern-day trend.
Accordingly, I will first set forth the historical origins of wire glass and its widespread popularity in
the United States during the early 1900s. I will then provide a technical account of the production
methods of wire glass, including the historical development of the wire netting, glass and
embedding method components. Finally, I will detail the decline of the use of wire glass and the
methods for preservation available today.

4

1. NEW BUILDINGS, NEW PROBLEMS: The Industrial Revolution and the rise of new
technologies in the production of glass
During the Industrial Revolution, rapidly developing new ideas and technologies fed off one
another to create continuously evolving assembly-line machines and products.3 In 1902, American
historian Charles Beard wrote:
Though the Industrial Revolution opened the way for the production of the means of life
without the consumption of all human energy, man, startled and stunned by the sudden
changes in the methods of working and living, was unable to organize his life so that all
might share in the benefits of the new inventions. The Industrial Revolution, with its factory
system, and its increased facilities for intercourse, wrought wonderful changes in the social
organism.4
In this Chapter, I plan to show the evolution in glass manufacture during the period of the Industrial
Revolution, and how these new forms of glass manufacture struggled to accommodate the
challenges posed by the innovative design and construction ideas of the Revolution, in particular
regarding new types of buildings but also re-envisioned factory buildings and railroad stations.
Although the brilliant minds of the time would propose several solutions to the various obstacles
created through these new uses for plate glass, ultimately, wire glass would prove to be the true
solution to these obstacles.

1.1 Industrial Revolution and Innovations in Glass Manufacture
During the Industrial Revolution, the manufacturing process was transferred to “machinepowered mass production, in which the output of the individual worker was increased by dividing
the job into separate operations, and by the change from manual labor to machine-operated tools.”5
This dividing of jobs into separate operations and machines allowed for new possibilities glass
manufacture. Prior to 1880, glassmakers blew glass to create crown glass and cylinder glass (also

3

Warren C. Scoville, Revolution in Glass Making (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1948): vii.
Charles Beard, The Industrial Revolution (London: George Allen & Unwin LTD, 1902): 2.
5
Georg Kohlmaier, Houses of Glass (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991): 64
4
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known as sheet glass).6 While crown glass was blown into the shape of a globe and opened up into
circular plates, sheet glass was blown out into long cylinders and opened up into square flat plates
(Figure 2).7

Figure 2: Workmen making cylinder or sheet glass (Courtesy of Libbey-Owens-Ford).8

The blowing method was labor intensive and required skilled glassmakers.

As glass

manufacture became more mechanized, a new type of glass evolved: plate glass. First massproduced in Europe around the year 1850, plate glass did not fully take hold in the United States
until roughly 1880. 9 Later, many large American plate manufacturers attributed their delay in
adopting plate glass to the “fundamental principle that plate glass cannot be manufactured
successfully on a small scale—that the very best technical knowledge available must have behind it

6

Warren C. Scoville, Revolution in Glass Making (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1948): 15.
P.L. Simmonds, “Glass Manufacture,” Science and Commerce: Their Influence on Our Manufacture; A Series of
Statistical Essays and Lectures Describing the Progressive Discoveries of Science, the Advance of British
Commerce, and the Conditions of our Principal Manufactures in the Nineteenth Century (London: Robert
Hardwicke, 1872): 427.
8
Warren C. Scoville, Revolution in Glass Making (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1948): 16.
9
Ibid., 13-14.
7
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the bold investment of large capital.”10 Plate glass was made by pouring molten glass into a mold,
rolling it into a sheet, and cutting it to size.11 This new plate glass allowed for larger, thicker and
more uniform (and therefore studier) forms of glass to be produced using laborers less skilled than
glass blowers.12

1.2 New Buildings and New Demands: The spread of the use of plate glass in the construction
of new types of buildings and consequent obstacles
As mentioned above, the Industrial Revolution was about ideas feeding off one another.
The strides taken in glass manufacture through the innovation of plate glass opened the door for
changes in building design and manufacture. In this Section, I plan to describe how plate glass
became an integral part in the design and manufacture of several new glass and iron building forms,
including the greenhouse and the famous Crystal Palace, and in the re-envisioning of several known
building forms and attachments, including the factory, the train shed and the elevator.

Greenhouses
Greenhouses were one of the earliest building structures that used plate glass in their design
and construction. As early as the 1760s, the English were experimenting with greenhouses or
“hothouses.” The first freestanding greenhouses were made of iron and wood or brick and stone
with a “ridge and furrow” roof design.13 In 1816, John Claudius Loudon’s patent for a “flexible
wrought-iron glazing bar that could be bent in any direction without reducing its strength, making
curvilinear, even conical, glazing possible” led to a “new mania” for greenhouses of glass and iron
construction. 14 Loudon’s greenhouse design was one of the “first indications of the future use of

10

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Glass (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, 1923): 33.
Warren C. Scoville, Revolution in Glass Making (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1948): 30.
12
Ibid., 20.
13
Kate Colquhoun, A Thing of Disguise: The Visionary Life of Joseph Paxton (London: Harper Collins Publisher,
2004): 19.
14
Ibid.
11
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iron for its strength and flexibility.” 15 An example of a conservatory built in accordance with
Loudon’s design is the Stove in Chatsworth, England, built in 1836-1841, by gardener and
greenhouse architect Joseph Paxton.

The Stove was the first greenhouse to use plate glass

manufactured by the Chance Brothers, who donated their plate glass to showcase the possibilities of
their new product.16
Historical sources indicate that the primary challenges posed by the use of plate glass in the
design and construction of greenhouses involved climate control and leaks and not, for example,
breakage of glass.17

Crystal Palace (1851)
The greatest glass building of the Victorian era was the Crystal Palace, constructed of cast
iron and plate glass (Figure 3). The Crystal Palace was built in London, England, to house the
Great Exhibition of 1851, an early World’s Fair exhibition of culture and industry that were popular
during the 19th century.

15

Kate Colquhoun, A Thing of Disguise: The Visionary Life of Joseph Paxton (London: Harper Collins Publisher,
2004):19.
16
Ibid., 102.
17
A. Edgcumbe Rendle & Co., Rendle’s Patent Skylights and Greenhouse Construction (Philadelphia: A Edgcumbe
Rendle & Co., 1893).
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Figure 3: The Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, Getty Images (1851).

The building plan was 1848 feet long, 408 feet wide and 108 feet high.18 Impressively, the
Crystal Place made use of nearly one million square feet of plate glass, with each pane being about
49-by-30 inches, which was the maximum size that could be manufactured in England at the time. 19
In addition, the Exhibit Hall, designed by Joseph Paxton and engineered by Charles Fox, was
viewed as an architectural marvel and engineering feat. The building was prefabricated with cast
iron sections based on four-foot modules.
The building’s revolutionary design truly caught the imagination of the public. In 1856, the
publication The Builder described the Crystal Palace as the major influence behind the “iron and
glass constructing mania” that was sweeping over England in the mid-19th century.20 Initially, the
Exhibit Hall was to be a “temporary structure to house the Great Works of Industry of all Nations

18

“History of the Great Exhibition,” The Art Journal of London (London: Virtue, 1851): xxi.
Ralph Lieberman, “The Crystal Palace: A Late Twentieth Century View in its Changing Place in Architectural
History and Criticism,” AA Files 12 (1986): 49-50.
20
“Decisions under Metropolitan Building Act,” The Builder, Vol. 14 (May 10, 1856): 264.
19
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which celebrated the Industrial Revolution and the new technologies introduced by science.” 21
However, it was met with such excitement that it was moved to a new location in London and made
a permanent structure.22
As revolutionary and impressive as the Crystal Palace was, it suffered from significant
maintenance challenges. Vibration, condensation, and leaks were constant, causing some architects
and builders to begin to question the use of such plate glass on such a large scale in the construction
of buildings. Some wrote that buildings like the Crystal Palace were unjustifiably impractical and
costly, given that it was thought to be impossible to make glass and iron buildings watertight as iron
and glass do not expand and contract equally. 23 An English arts journal, The Crayon, advised
architects and builders to factor in the costs of maintaining a glass building through constant
painting and glazing, concluding that it was still preferable in light of these maintenance issues to
build in brick and stone.24

Factories
The Industrial Revolution dramatically changed the concept of the factory.

The new

methods of assembly line production that grew out of the Revolution, and the size of the new
machines, were unprecedented, and hence required the construction of larger factory buildings and
railroad stations in which to house them and facilitate the distribution of goods.25
Early factories of the Industrial Revolution tended to be “dingy buildings” with low ceilings,
small windows, and bad sanitary conditions. As it was discovered that more space and light were

21

Hugh Honour and John Fleming, A World History of Art (London: Lawrence King Publishing, 1984): 726.
Ibid.
23
“Decisions under Metropolitan Building Act,” The Builder, Vol. 14 (May 10, 1856): 264.
24
The Crayon: A Journal Devoted to the Graphic Arts and the Literature Related to Them, Vol. 3 (New York: Stillman
& Durand, Proprietors, 1856): 272.
25
Stewart Ross, Industrial Revolution (London: Evans Brothers, 2009): 8.
22
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needed to properly and efficiently operate machinery within, factory spaces were enlarged, with
large pieces of plate glass used to provide additional light.26
Although plate glass opened factory floors for light, it was vulnerable to heat and vibrations,
often resulting in broken glass. Broken glass was said to be “very common,” and formed “a
considerable danger” for the feet of “badly shod boys.”27 Injuries from treading on broken glass
caused delays in the work place.28

Train Sheds
Train sheds are structures built adjacent to train stations to cover the tracks and platforms.
During the 1830-40s, the earliest form of train shed was the barn house, made of wood and iron.29
The barn house proved to be inadequate for train stations: many burned down; they had bad
ventilation; and passengers described them as dark and smoky places reminiscent of “hell.”30 While
the barn house may have proved to be sufficient enough for the passage of goods, it was not for
public transportation. The public’s increasing reliance and use of the railroad during the Industrial
Revolution resulted in the creation of a new design using plate glass and iron, which allowed for a
more efficient structure with greater light and ventilation. These glass and iron train sheds appear
to have been constructed after the erection of the Crystal Palace in 1851.31
Glass and iron train sheds experienced heavy vibrations and heat due to the loud, heavy,
coal-fueled and smoke-spewing trains passing through them.

Consequently, the plate glass

skylights in these train sheds were prone to breakage.

26

Charles Beard, The Industrial Revolution (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1919): 58.
Report on Condition of Woman and Child Wage-Earners in the United States Vol. 3 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1911): 81.
28
Ibid.
29
Carol L. V. Meeks, The Railroad Station: An Architectural History (New York: Courier Dover Publications, 1995):
49.
30
Ibid.
31
An interesting note is that Joseph Paxton was a director of the Midland Railway and that the design for the Crystal
Palace was first drafted on the boardroom table of Midland Railway in Derby; Paxton therefore, may have had
a role in the development of the train shed. Violet Markhan, “Joseph Paxton and His Buildings,” Journal of
the Royal Society of Arts 99.4836 (Dec. 1950): 68.
27
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Elevators
A final invention of the Industrial Revolution that called for the use of plate glass was the
elevator. Mechanized freight elevators came into use during the 1850s and 1860s.32 It was not until
the 1880s and 1890s that belt-driven elevators made it economically feasible to have passenger
elevators.33 Like railroad stations, as elevators became the subject of greater use by passengers,
they were developed to be more efficient and safe.
However, elevator windows made of plate glass and elevator shaft skylights within
buildings faced many of the same plate glass problems as the glass and iron train sheds. The
mechanical movement from the elevator itself contributed to glass breakage. Also, “falling glass is
always to be dreaded, but when through such distances as are presented in elevator shafts the
possibilities of disaster are increased correspondently.” 34 Moreover, as with railroad stations,
fireproofing was also an issue for elevator shafts, due to the fact that “fire will quickly sweep from
one floor to another if it can get access to an elevator shaft or stairway, where a strong upward
draught will be established instantly.”35 To prevent the spread of fire through the elevator shaft,
publications of the time advocated for the use of masonry and metal to build the shaft.36

32

Lee Edward Grey, From Ascending Rooms to Express Elevators: A History of the Passenger Elevator in the 19 th
Century (Alabama: Elevator World Inc, 2002): 44.
33
Ibid., 1.
34
H.H. Wheeler, “Development of Wire Glass as a Fire Retardant,” Realty Record and Builder 15.5 (1908): 10.
35
“Fire Safeguards: Great Progress has Been Made in these in the Last Few Years,” The New York Tribune (Feb. 16,
1902): A10.
36
Ibid.
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1.3 Problems with Plate Glass: Attempts to find a solution to breakage and other obstacles
resulting from the use of plate glass in design and building construction
As just described, although the Industrial Revolution was a period of innovation for glass
manufacture, the application of plate glass technology to the design and construction of buildings
often created significant challenges—primarily breakage, but also vibration, leakage and other
problems. The brilliant minds of the time struggled to produce solutions that would address these
issues, including the installation of: (1) wire netting over windows; (2) the use of wood framing
instead of iron; and (3) shutters. Unfortunately, each of these prior solutions to wire glass only
served to create additional building maintenance, health and safety problems.

Early Experiments
Throughout the nineteenth century various experiments were conducted to find a solution as
to how to create stronger plate glass for use in the design and construction of buildings. In 1835,
Dr. Turner attempted to address the issue of high pressure steam on glass in industrial spaces by
suspending pieces of different kinds of glass encased in wire gauze within the boiler of a steam
engine for four months at a temperature of 300°F for 10 hours each day. It was found that the more
“silex” (i.e., sand or silica) a glass contained, the more corroded it and dissolved upon exposure to
steam.37 Later, in 1875, in Bourg, France, M. de la Bastie, a glass manufacturer, conducted a series
of load-bearing tests based on glass thickness of the skylights of the railway station of the Pont
d’Ain. The railway company had requested these tests be done to find a solution for reported
constant breakage.38 De la Bastie tested the strength of the skylights by throwing a heavy metal ball
on top of glass of varying thicknesses and lighting them on fire. While these early experiments did
not produce a long-lasting solution to the problems posed by the use of plate glass in design and

37

“Geological Society,” The London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science Vol 7 (London:
Richard Taylor, 1835): 215.
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building construction, they served to show that the minds of the Industrial Revolution were aware of
these various obstacles and incredibly motivated to find a solution.

Wire Netting
One popular solution to the breakage problem was the idea to install a wire netting over and
beneath windows made of plate glass to catch any broken pieces of glass. One significant building
that used wire netting was the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building at the World’s Columbian
Exposition of 1893. 39

This particular building, inspired by the Crystal Palace, had a roof

constructed of plate glass and iron.40 Like the Crystal Palace, it also had problems with uneven
expansion and contraction of glass and iron, resulting in frequent leakage and breakage. In one
incident, fifty large pieces of plate glass from the main roof crashed down to the floor. 41
Fortunately, no pedestrians were injured by the falling broken glass, but news quickly spread that it
was “dangerous to walk the aisles of the gallery on a warm spring afternoon.”42 In order to prevent
future breakage, wire netting was installed underneath the building’s roofs and over some of its
larger windows (Figure 4). 43

38

“Glass for Engine-Room Skylights,” The Nautical Magazine for 1875, A Journal of Papers on Subjects Connected
with Maritime Affairs Vol. XLIV (London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co., 1975): 173
39
Shuman’s Process and Apparatus for Embedding Glass,” The Journal of the Franklin Institute: Devoted to Science
and the Mechanic Arts (Philadelphia: The Franklin Institute, 1894):161-162.
40
Chaim M. Rosenberg, America at the Fair: Chicago’s 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition (Charleston: Arcadia
Publishing, 2008): vi.
41
A History of the World’s Columbian Exhibition Held in Chicago in 1893 (New York: Appleton and Company, 1897):
264.
42
Ibid.
43
Ibid.
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Figure 4: Wire netting over windows and skylights at the
World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago.44

Wire netting was also advocated for use in elevators to prevent pieces of glass from causing
injury to passengers. For example, in 1890, the publication The American Engineer advised that
elevators should “be placed in fireproof shafts guarded by fireproof doors and covered overhead by
skylights, glazed with thin glass, protected underneath with wire netting…”45
Unfortunately, the solution of wire netting was inadequate, often resulting in the creation of
additional issues for plate glass structures, including oxidation of metal and other maintenance
issues. First, wire netting required extensive maintenance in industrial spaces as the steam and heat
from trains and machines caused the metal wire netting to oxidize and corrode. For example, a

44

“‘From the Czar's Dominions.’ Interior of Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building,” Columbian Gallery: A Portfolio
of Photographs of the World's Fair by the Werner Company (1893).
45
“Firedoors and Slow Burning Construction,” The American Engineer (November 8, 1890): 200.
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committee of engineers from the Pennsylvania Railroad visiting the Grand Central Depot in New
York City reported that the wire netting system underneath the skylights was not the best method
for securing the glass and protecting the public because it required constant repair due to oxidation
of the wire.46 In 1910, an article from Engineering News noted the inefficiency of wire netting due
to the fast rate of netting deterioration.47 Second, the spaces between each of the wires of the wire
netting were too large, and often allowed pieces of broken glass to fall through unto pedestrian
traffic down below.48 Third, wire netting created significant lighting issues. For example, when
used in connection with railway stations, the smoke generated by locomotives would blacken
skylights and windows, allowing no light through them. 49 The wire netting was an obstacle to
cleaning the black soot off the glass.50 In addition, an 1865 light study of plate glass skylights with
wire netting installed underneath noted that significant light was obstructed from the room.51 In
factory loft spaces, wire netting greatly obstructed the amount of light coming in through the
skylight, which was very problematic due to the fact that the workers needed as much light as
possible to be able to operate the machinery.52 Therefore, while wire netting sought to address the
breakage problem created through the widespread use of plate glass in the design and construction
of buildings during the Industrial Revolution, it was an imperfect solution, generating the additional
obstacles of oxidation and maintenance issues. 53

46

“Elimination of Glass Breakage in Train Shed Construction,” The Railway and Engineering Review (March 17,
1906): 210.
47
“Wire-Glass for Roundhouses, Shops and Stations,” Engineering News 64.16 (New York: The Engineering News
Publishing Co., 1910): 432.
48
“Wire Glass,” Appletons’ Annual Cyclopedia and Register of Important Events of the Year 1897 Vol. 2 (New York:
D. Appleton and Co., 1898): 824.
49
Ibid.
50
Ibid.
51
Robert Kerr, On Ancient Lights and the Evidence of Surveyors Thereon with Tables for the Measurement of
Obstruction (London: John Murray, 1865): 11-12.
52
Ibid., 49.
53
“Wire Glass,” Appletons’ Annual Cyclopedia and Register of Important Events of the Year 1897 Vol. 2 (New York:
D. Appleton and Co., 1898): 824.
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Wood Framing
A second popular solution to the breakage problem posed by plate glass was the installation
of a wood frame instead of an iron frame. While the use of a wood frame did address the breakage
that would occur due to the uneven expansion and contraction of the plate glass in its usual iron
frame, the flammable nature of wood made this an incredibly unsafe solution for industrial spaces.54
Also, a wood frame has less structural strength than an iron frame, limiting the size of the plate
glass it can hold.

Shutters
To avoid the issue of broken glass in the factory, factory owners would often clad their
windows in metal shutters instead of glass. These shutters had to be open during the day to allow
for the necessary light to enter the factory for workers to see and operate machinery. 55 Like wire
netting, shutters were made of iron (sometimes tin) and had to be constantly painted to be protected
from corrosion.56 Metal shutters were not only used because they were unbreakable compared to
glass, but also because they worked as a fire retardant. Shutters were used to prevent the spread of
and to contain fires within factories, caused by the heat given off from the factories’ machines and
flammable products.57 Because these shutters had to be shut in order to fulfill their purpose of
containing and preventing the spread of fire, this often prevented people from realizing that a fire
was going on within the factory until the fire became too large and unmanageable.

54

“Wire-Glass for Roundhouses, Shops and Stations,” Engineering News 64.16 (New York: The Engineering News
Publishing Co., 1910): 432.
55
Everett Crosby, “Fire Prevention,” Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 26
(September 1905): 231.
56
Ibid.
57
Ibid.
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Thus, the Industrial Revolution was a period of incredible innovation for glass manufacture,
and the invention and widespread use of plate glass led to the design and construction of new types
of buildings like the Crystal Palace, as well as the re-envisioning of pre-existing building forms like
the factory space.

However, these new uses for plate glass posed unprecedented problems,

primarily breakage, and while various solutions were proposed, each was incomplete.
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2. NEW SOLUTIONS—WIRE GLASS
The problems posed by plate glass and its various “solutions” of wire netting, wood framing
and shutters soon found a solution in the form of wire glass. Wire glass was essentially a sheet of
plate glass with wire netting embedded into it. Its glass could be textured and its wire netting could
come in in various patterns. Older forms of wire netting (like chicken wire) had an octagonal or
hexagonal pattern, whereas later forms of wire netting had a diamond or square pattern. The wire
nettings were made of metal, with the earlier wire nettings being made of iron. Because wire glass
was plate glass with a metal wire netting embedded in it, wire glass generally did not suffer from
corroding metal wire netting and dirty glass issues. As wire glass did not involve any wood
elements, it did not suffer from the flammability issues posed by wood framing and shutters. In
1906, the publication The Railway and Engineering Review compared wood framed skylights with
wire netting to steel framed skylights with wire glass.58 The article concluded that while the older
method of wood framing with wire netting showed fewer missing panes of glass, the new method of
steel framing with the new invention of wire glass showed all panes to be intact (Figure 5A and
5B).59 And although wire glass was not as transparent as plate glass, it certainly allowed more light
in than that allowed in through shutters, creating greater light and visibility. While wire glass was
comparatively expensive, its success in addressing almost all the previous faulty solutions to new
buildings using plate glass suggested it was worth the investment.

58

“Elimination of Glass Breakage in Train Shed Construction,” The Railway and Engineering Review (March 17,
1906): 210.
59
Ibid.
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Figure 5A: “The left image is the train shed of Broad Street Station in Philadelphia where a wooden frame
proves to be somewhat more effective than a steel frame as only a few pieces of plate glass are broken or
missing.”
Figure 5B: “The right image is the train shed of Communipaw Station, NJ, which has a steel frame for its wire
glass windows with no missing or broken pieces of glass.”

In this Chapter, I will introduce the concept of wire glass in more detail, and explain how its
invention served to remedy the obstacles created through the popular use of plate glass in the design
and construction of buildings. First, I will describe the historical origins and nature of wire glass,
explaining how wire glass was first developed abroad and then brought to the United States, where
it was met with great success and quickly mass-produced. Wire glass was thought to be so effective
in fortifying plate glass that, by 1899, it was quickly accepted by insurance companies, engineers,
and the United States government. With the U.S. government mandating and clearly outlining the
use of wire glass in buildings, the demand and production for wire glass increased. I will then
explain how widely publicized disasters at the beginning of the twentieth century showcasing the
downfalls of new building types lacking wire glass contributed to the spread of wire glass
throughout the United States to non-industrial or showcase buildings—including offices, schools,
hospitals, parks, piers and recreation centers—by underlining the safety benefits of wire glass.

20

2.1 Origins of Development: Examining trade publications in abroad and in the United States
for clues as to the origins of the development of wire glass
One way to better understand the origin of wire glass is by examining the way articles and
advertisements in trade publications during the time in question discuss wire glass (if at all). The
idea is that, if an American construction magazine or pamphlet from, for example, 1893 contained
an advertisement heralding wire glass as a new product, we can pinpoint the widespread
introduction of wire glass in the United States as most likely occurring around that time. Similarly,
a lack of discussion of wire glass over a certain prior period may indicate that wire glass was still in
the process of emerging as a new product in that region during that time. In this Section I plan to
show how trade publications and encyclopedic materials abroad and in the United States did not
begin making mention of wire glass until the late 1890s, indicating that, although manufacturers
were experimenting with and developing wire glass before this time period, wire glass as a
widespread product did not emerge until this time.
Interestingly, although we know that wire glass was initially developed and manufactured
abroad, particularly in England towards the end of the nineteenth century, no mention is made of
this type of glass manufacture in British advertisements during this time period from 1850 to 1899.
In addition, although from 1885 to 1899 prominent English trade journal The Architect and Builder
contained no advertisements for wire glass,60 other new materials (e.g., wire lath, asbestos paint,
and wrought iron galvanized roofs) were advertised. Many of these advertisements catered towards
railroad stations and factories, types of buildings where wire glass would come to be widely used
(Figure 6).

60

Advertisements, The Architect and Builder (1850-1899).
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Figure 6: Primose & Company’s “‘Eclipse’ Patent Roof Glazing” for railroad stations and mills in the Architect
and Builder (1885).

In the United States, there were no advertisements for wire glass during the 1890s, although
wire glass is mentioned and discussed in American engineering journals and newspapers. These
early mentions of wire glass consist primarily of non-informative and short descriptions. More
specifically, the earliest discussion of wire glass in American trade publications and newspapers can
be pinpointed to 1892, where the same article was published in multiple newspapers as diverse as
The Irish American Weekly, The Jackson Citizen Patriot, The Baltimore Sun, St. Albans Dailey
Messenger, The San Francisco Chronicle, and The Dailey Picayune of New Orleans.61 The article
states the following:
A new invention under the name of wire-glass has just been put upon the market in Dresden.
The process consists in imbedding in the glass while in a hot and plastic condition some
flexible metallic layer, as a wire netting. The metal being entirely enclosed in the glass is
effectively protected against the weather, and gives the glass a much greater resisting power
than the ordinary material, and is it is claimed, indifferent to the most abrupt changes of
temperature, and will even withstand open fire. The glass is specially adapted for skylights,
and the powerful resisting qualities of the material enabling the usual wire protectors to be
dispensed with. As wire-glass cannot be cut by the diamond, except under the application of
great force, and cannot be broken without creating considerable noise, the substance is
claimed to be, in a measure, burglar proof.62
So, according to this article, the earliest mention of wire glass in the United States points to
Dresden, Germany, as newly having wire glass available around the year 1892. Interestingly, the
article cites the source “Iron” for the information it sets forth in the quote above. I searched trade
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publications of the time that might be abbreviated to “Iron,” including The Iron and Steel Journal
over the years in question of 1890-1893, but could not locate this quote, suggesting that “Iron” is
likely an abbreviation for some other source, perhaps an organization.63
The newness of wire glass during this time period is further emphasized by the lack of
discussion of wire glass in American encyclopedic materials.

For example, the American

Chambers Encyclopedia published in 1888 contains an extensive history on glass, glass
manufacturers, and glass types but does not mention wire glass.64 Even ten years later, in 1898,
wire glass was not yet mentioned in The Standard American Encyclopedia.65 Therefore, we can
conclude that the lack of mention of wire glass in these trade publications, newspapers and
encyclopedic materials until the very end of the nineteenth century means that wire glass, while
manufactured before this time, did not emerge as a widely used product until that time.

2.2 Standards, Building Codes and Laws: Cities, organizations and fire insurance companies
respond to increasing manufacture of wire glass by establishing production standards
As wire glass emerged as a new glass manufacture technology at the turn of the twentieth
century, more and more manufacturers began to produce wire glass of varying qualities and for
different purposes. While some manufacturers claimed to produce wire glass that was shatterproof,
others claimed to produce wire glass that was fire retardant. Consequently, cities, organizations and
fire insurance companies began to advocate for the implementation of standards for the manufacture
of wire glass. For example, in 1890, at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the National Fire Protection
Association, the Association stated concern that competition amongst wire glass manufacturers had
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led to the creation of beautiful textured glasses that were “poorly manufactured.”

66

The

Association also lamented how there had been a deviation from the accepted No.22B and S wire
netting for unacceptable No.25B and S. wire mesh, and pushed for the formulation of wire glass
standards.67 In this Section, I will describe how cities, organizations and fire insurance companies
established standards at the turn of the twentieth century for the manufacture of new glass
technology wire glass. As more manufacturers came to meet these standards, city and state building
codes then codified these standards into law through local building codes and laws. In this way,
glass manufacturers, in addition to those in building design and construction, began to familiarize
themselves with this new glass technology.

Fire Insurance Companies
Fire insurance companies played a critical role in developing standards for the manufacture
of wire glass, stemming from manufacturers’ claims that wire glass could be produced to be fire
retardant. In 1892, the National Board of Underwriters, a national fire insurance organization,
proposed wire glass standards.68 For example, one standard on the construction of skylights using
plate glass stated that “immediately under the glass of said skylights there shall be a wire netting,
unless the glass contains a wire netting within itself.”69 With the passage of these standards in
1892, wire glass companies scrambled to have their product fit these standards, Mississippi Wire
Glass Co. being the first to pass the standards in 1899.70 Wire glass use was soon after mandated in
city and state building codes and laws as more and more manufacturers met these standards.
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Later, as wire glass manufacture standards were codified into local building codes and laws,
fire insurance companies began to include wire glass in their assessment of buildings.

Fire

insurance companies had been testing wire glass to determine its effectiveness in repelling fire since
the second half of the 19th century, but it was not until 1915 that they begin to include the presence
of wire glass in their fire insurance maps (Figure 7).71 The inclusion of wire glass in the Sanborn
Map Company’s key is a clear indication of fire insurance companies’ acceptance of wire glass as a
fire retardant building material by the mid-1910s.

Figure 7: Sanborn Map Company’s Key with Wired Glass listed (1915).72

City Building Laws
Before wire glass standards were codified into building codes and local laws, city laws
pertaining to skylights mandated the use of wire netting. For example, the San Francisco building
laws of 1878 state “all sky-lights on the roofs of buildings shall have a wire netting securely placed
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over them, of sufficient strength to bear the weight of a man.” 73 Of course, not all cities adopted
wire glass standards at the same time. Chicago city building laws of 1894 do not mention wire
glass, even though wire glass was already being produced and used during this time in buildings,74
and even though the building codes pertaining to skylights were very specific (even setting out the
required thickness of the glass, the thickness of the wire netting, the need for a metallic frame, and
that all the glass must be glazed).75 It is not until a few years later in 1898 that Chicago updated its
building code allowing the use of wire glass for the construction of skylights if wire netting
underneath and below was not used. 76

State Building Laws
Similar to the case of city building laws, state building laws began to incorporate wire glass
standards during this same period. For example, Pennsylvania state building law in 1894 required
that there “be provided, immediately under the glass skylights, a wire netting, unless the glass
contains a wire netting within itself.”77 The wording of this building law is substantially identical to
the wording of the standards developed by the National Board of Underwriters, showing the
prominent role that fire insurance companies had in establishing standards for the manufacture and
use of wire glass. As in the case of city building laws, some states codified wire glass standards
later than others. In 1899, city building laws in New York mentioned wire glass for the first time,
requiring that no floor lights be more than sixteen square inches, have metal or plated frames, and
that a mesh of wire in the glass or under the same should be used. 78 So, as wire glass became more
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widespread in the United States, its uses and manufacture became more regulated by cities,
organizations and states.

2.3 Wire Glass and Mass Media: Wire glass is popularized as a fire retardant in the United
States due to the publication by the media of several high-profile conflagrations involving
buildings without wire glass
While uniform standards and laws for the use of wire glass contributed to the spread of wire
glass throughout the United States, wire glass was popularized by the media which reported several
high-profile conflagrations in buildings without wire glass at the turn of the twentieth century. By
emphasizing that the fires occurred in buildings without wire glass, the public began to educate
itself on this new type of glass technology, and came to associate wire glass with safety due to its
shatterproof, fire retardant qualities. As a consequence, the effectiveness in the public mind of wire
glass as a shatterproof fire retardant resulted in its use in building types in which it had not
originally been installed, including schools, offices, park buildings, and recreation centers.

Wire Glass Heralded as Shatterproof Fire Retardant in the Face of Disasters
The media championed wire glass in the early 1900s in its coverage of building
conflagrations. In 1906, San Francisco suffered an infamous citywide earthquake resulting in
numerous fires. In their coverage of the disaster, journalists emphasized that the buildings with
wire glass had better withstood the fires than the buildings without.79 In fact, following the San
Francisco earthquake, numerous wire glass companies, including Mississippi Wire Glass Company
and Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company, sought to establish branches on the West Coast. 80 It is
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worth noting that wire glass was not typically manufactured at these branches.81 For example, an
advertisement of the Fraters Glass & Paint Company in Los Angeles, due to its stated selection of
both paint and glass products, reveals itself to be a distributer company rather than one that
manufactures its own products (Figure 8).

Figure 8: “Display Ad 60– No title,” Los Angeles Times (Jan. 1, 1924): D29.

Moreover, when fire-related tragedies occurred within spaces bustling with workers or
passengers, the media underlined the human injuries incurred by the breakage of glass. In one
moving example, Dr. Royal S. Copeland of the New York Homeopathic Medical College and
Flower Hospital wrote a public letter to the Mississippi Wire Glass Company advocating the use of
wire glass after one horrible factory fire in a non-wire glass building forced him to spend an entire
day picking fragments of broken glass out of the flesh of the workers. In this letter, he graphically
writes how he “removed an eye from one poor victim” and how “another lost both eyes,” and that
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all had “serious scalp and face wounds.”82 In this way, the public began to associate wire glass with
safety as a shatterproof fire retardant in the face of disasters.
Unsurprisingly, wire glass manufacturers took advantage of the media’s coverage of
conflagrations and other disasters in their own marketing of wire glass. In response to the media
attention, wire glass manufacturers like the Mississippi Glass Company began to showcase in
catalogues and other publications comparative photographs of buildings with wire glass and without
wire glass to show the effectiveness of their product as a fire retardant in conflagrations (Figures 9
and 10).

Figure 9: The Call Building in San Francisco after conflagration (Copyright: Fireproof Magazine).
While the walls and roof were “fire resistive,” the windows were not, resulting in “an easy path for an ‘exposure’
fire to the interior of every floor.”83
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Figure 10: Pacific States Telegraph and Telephone Company’s South Office, San Francisco, CA (Copyright
Roebling Construction Co). The first and second floors had wire glass and remained intact unlike the third floor
with no wire glass.84

In one particularly interesting brochure, the Mississippi Glass Company centers around the
Black Tom Explosion that occurred in New York City in 1916. In the brochure, the Company
included photographs and Thank You letters to the Company from owners of adjacent buildings that
had been left unharmed due to their use of wire glass. The photographs showed that the wire glass
windows of the adjacent factories shielded the goods from the dangerous conflagration (Figure
11).85
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Figure 11: Adjacent to the Black Tom Explosion, the Standard Motor Construction Co. remains in good
condition thanks to its wire glass windows. These photos were mailed to the Mississippi Wire Glass Co. by the
President of the Standard Motor Construction Co. The left image shows all wire glass windows to be cracked yet
intact protecting all the factory’s contents which are in the right image.

Fireproofing companies similarly responded to the media attention by beginning to
incorporate wire glass into their product offerings.

Although fireproofing companies did not

specifically mention wire glass in their advertisements as a distinct product for sale, wire glass was
depicted in their photograph advertisements of fireproof windows, skylights, and doors (Figures 12
and 13).

Figure 12: Advertisement for National Steel Puttyless Skylights by the National Ventilating Company (1909). 86
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Figure 13: Advertisement for Sheet-Metal Fireproof Windows by E.B. Badger and Sons Company (1907-1908).87

Such advertisements suggest that fireproofing and wire glass had become so synonymous
with one another by this time period that the use of wire glass was expected and did not need to be
explicitly stated but merely shown. Alternatively, fireproofing companies may have intentionally
not mentioned the use of wire glass in their products to avoid legal liability, given the flurry of
product liability lawsuits that occurred during the early days of wire glass manufacture, before
uniform standards had been introduced and accepted. 88

Of course, it is also possible that

fireproofing companies did not explicitly mention the use of wire glass in their product offerings
because they did not make the wire glass themselves but rather obtained it from wire glass
manufacturers. In any event, both wire glass manufacturers and fireproofing companies can be seen
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as capitalizing on the mass media’s portrayal of wire glass as the champion shatterproof fire
retardant and solution to the many obstacles posed by the use of plate glass in building design and
construction.
Regarding the comparative higher cost of wire glass over plate glass, the media and various
other advocates of wire glass argued that the shatterproof, fire retardant nature of wire glass
justified its higher cost in installation. In 1910, Engineering News concluded that even though wire
glass was 50% more expensive than plate glass, this could be overlooked as the function and safety
demands of buildings made wire glass a good investment.89 Similarly, in 1902, the Los Angeles
Times published an article lauding the use of wire glass at the new piers of the North German Llyod
Steamship Company in Hoboken, New Jersey. 90 According to the article, the use of wire glass
solved both light and fire disasters, and described builders as “rapidly replacing” doors and
windows with the more expensive wire glass, “as common experience shows that money saved by
omitting known safeguards is a penny wise and round foolish policy.”91 And in 1908, The Realty
Record and Builder explained that although wire glass elevators were more expensive than those
made of mere plate glass, they were safer, allowed more light in, and were more aesthetically
pleasing for its riding passengers (Figure 14).92
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Figure 14: Both these images are of elevator enclosures that have used Mississippi Wire Glass. The image to the
left is the Victoria Building’s elevator and the image to the right is the Wright Building’s elevator.

The Installation of Wire Glass in New Types of Buildings
In this way, the American mass media truly popularized the use of wire glass at the start of
the 20th century. As Americans came to see wire glass as synonymous with safety for its fire
retardant and shatterproof qualities, wire glass began to be installed in buildings other than factories
and railroad stations. Advertisements in the 1920s depict hotels, hospitals, offices, parks, recreation
centers, schools, garages, and enclosed sporting spaces as structures that could all utilize wire glass.
In 1938, the Park Board considered the installation of a wire glass enclosure at the top of the
Washington Monument’s tower in order to prevent visitors from falling and suicides.93 Hospitals
and offices used textured wire glass in doors and partitions (Figure 15). The Pennsylvania Wire
Glass Company depicts the roof of a tennis court with corrugated wire glass (Figure 16).
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Skyscraper office buildings used wire glass for fireproofing purposes. The Mississippi Glass
Company in an advertisement depicts a skyscraper office building that is said to have used its wire
glass product in all corridor doors and partitions (Figure 17).

Figure 15: Hospital using wire glass in office partitions and doors.94

Figure 16: Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company’s Corrugated Wire Glass Roof Over Indoor Tennis Court of
Ralph Pulitzer in Manhasset, Long Island, New York. 95
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Figure 17: Mississippi Glass Company’s installation of wire glass for corridor doors and partitions of skyscraper
on 43rd Street and Madison Avenue in New York, N.Y. 96

One interesting example involves the use of wire glass in the construction of lighthouses. In
its product catalogue published in 1924, the Hires Turner Glass Company, based in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, advertised its wire glass product for use in nautical buildings, including piers and
lighthouses. More specifically, the Company promoted a special “lighthouse” quality type of
construction involving corrugated wire glass.97 Other advertisements by the Company continued to
promote the use of wire glass in the design and construction of lighthouses (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Advertisement with list of offered glass types and
image of lighthouse by Hires Turner Glass Co. from 1922.98

Thus, the invention of wire glass was truly innovative. Wire glass addressed the obstacles
created through the design and construction of buildings using plate glass arising out of the
Industrial Revolution, and while it was more expensive than the alternative solutions that preceded
it, people perceived it as safer, given its shatterproof and fire retardant features, which were
emphasized by the American mass media’s graphic coverage of conflagrations and other fire
disasters during that time.
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3. MANUFACTURE OF WIRE GLASS
In order to truly understand the innovative and remarkable nature of wire glass, the technical
processes by which it was constructed must be given a closer look and appreciated.

The

manufacture of wire glass was incredibly difficult, especially given the demands (and constraints)
of mass production in the post-Industrial Revolution world. Accordingly, wire glass was not
successfully manufactured on a mass production scale in the Untied States until the end of the
nineteenth century.
In this Chapter, I will provide a detailed analysis of the three distinct processes that
comprise the larger process of the manufacture of wire glass: (1) the methods of embedding wire
netting into glass; (2) the development of wire netting; and (3) the development of glass with the
appropriate features. As each of these technical processes was improved upon, the mass production
and installation of wire glass similarly improved.

3.1 Methods of Embedding Wire Netting into Glass: the Double Pour Method, the Single Pour
Method and Subsequent Improvements
The idea of embedding wire netting into glass began in Europe during the mid-nineteenth
century and was successfully implemented in the United States towards the end of the nineteenth
century. Two main methods were popularized for the embedding of wire netting into glass—the
double pour method and the single pour method—with each method being improved upon in terms
of efficiency over time that were created, adopted, and further developed into more efficient forms
in America.

Double Pour Method or Sandwich Method
The double pour method is the earliest form of embedding wire netting in glass and was first
conceptualized abroad. This method can vary across manufacturers and regions but essentially
consists of two pours of molten glass with the laying down of wire netting between pours.
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Unsuccessful versions of this method were produced as early as 1855 in England and later in
Germany.99 Early versions of the double pour method consisted of sandwiching wire netting in
previously cast glass molds that were slightly still aqueous so that the wire netting could adhere to
the glass.100 These early versions of wire glass using the double pour method often failed because
the glass did not adhere to the wire netting and the wire glass could not be economically and
efficiently mass-produced.101
The earliest most successful application of the double pour method in the context of mass
production can be traced to the work of Leon Appert in Paris, France. Appert was heavily involved
in the manufacture of plate glass and produced several patents for it abroad and later in the United
States.102 Appert eventually acquired an American patent for wire glass in 1898, though this patent
had already been previously approved in Germany and France in 1893.103 Appert’s version of the
double pour method was successful compared to past versions because of the rapidity in which his
process was conducted and its use of plate glass and not molded glass. Appert’s method consisted
of pouring molten glass, rolling it into a sheet, rolling a wire netting on top, and then pouring and
rolling a final layer of molten glass on top (Figure 19). The difficulty with his process was that the
glass plates did not always adhere sufficiently. 104
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Figure 19: “Fig 7” of Appert’s Manufacture of Glass with Metallic Netting Embedded Therein, U.S. Patent
608,096, filed April 27, 1894, issued July 26, 1898.

In 1899, Appert produced wire glass using his method at his glass making factory, Appert
Glass Company in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 105 An American inventor, Edmund Schmertz,
created a method similar to Appert’s method during the time Appert’s patent was in the process of
being approved. Schmertz also manufactured his product at his factory, Schmertz Wire Glass
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Company, in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.106 Lawsuits were later filed between the two men for credit
over this particular application of the double pour method.107

Single Pour Method or Solid Process
Like the double pour method, the single pour method was also first conceptualized abroad
but only successfully applied in the context of mass production in the United States. Thomas Hyatt
in 1871 and John Armstrong in 1887 both produced English patents that used the single pour
method. 108 Hyatt and Armstrong’s proposals were essentially identical, and consisted in pouring
molten glass, rolling it out, and then rolling a wire netting into the glass while it was slightly still
aqueous. Unfortunately, neither inventor could execute this method successfully. No evidence of
either product exists and Armstrong allowed his patent to expire in 1891, with later American patent
courts presuming the lapse was due to him being unsuccessful in producing wire glass.109
The first truly successful and economical version of the single pour method is attributed to
Frank Shuman of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1892.110 Shuman is said to have “solved all the
difficulties” of producing wire glass and as having secured “the John Scott legacy and premium
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medal from the Franklin Institute” in Philadelphia.111 Shuman patented his method and machine in
which to make wire glass in 1892, a year prior to Appert’s French and German patents. Shuman
had traveled throughout Europe and met with people involved in glass manufacture, including
Appert. He tinkered with the double pour method and found it to be near to impossible to
successfully produce a single sheet of wire glass. In the 1900 court case “Streator Cathedral Glass
vs. Wire Glass Co.,” Shuman states:
We found the wire was made very hot by its contact with the molten glass, and could not
stand the pull of the machine. It distorted, drew out into a thread, and in most cases broke.
In a few cases where the wire was embedded in the glass it would be either on one side of
the sheet or the other, and from the fact of being pulled in its white hot and weak condition
the major portion of the sheet of the glass rolled had no wire in it at all. We rolled about
thirty sheets, but failed to produce wire-glass.112
Shuman stated that the double pour method did not produce viable wire glass due to the fact that the
glass in its molten form was often still too hot for the wire, causing the wire to warp upon its
contact with the molten glass. Shuman’s failure in producing wire glass using the double pour
method pushed him to pursue the single pour method—a strategy which ultimately proved to be
fruitful for him.
In Shuman’s successful version of the single pour method, molten glass is first poured and
rolled into a sheet. A wire netting is then rolled into the glass sheet using a corrugated roller, and
then a final roller is rolled, smoothing over the holes in the glass created by the corrugated roller’s
pushing in of the wire netting (Figure 20).113
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Figure 20: Frank Shuman’s Process of Embedding Wire Netting in Glass.114
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Shuman’s single pour method successfully addressed the issues of wire warping upon
contact with molten glass and adhering to the glass in which it was embedded. Shuman’s method
allowed for the mass manufacture of wire glass and he was involved in the creation of numerous
wire glass companies implementing this method, including American Wire Glass Company,
Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company, and Continuous Glass Company.

Improvements to the Single Pour Method and the Double Pour Method
Improvements to the process of embedding wire netting into glass continued to be made
well into the twentieth century. Many of the new patents were taken out by inventors working for
major glass companies in and near Pennsylvania where both Appert and Shuman were located. In
particular, inventors sought to remedy obstacles posed by both methods involving the depth of the
wire netting in the glass, the warping of the wire netting upon contact with the glass, and the
adherence of the glass to the wire netting. Each method was also reconceptualized by inventors due
to the popularization of moving tables and conveyor belts in assembly line factories, which allowed
both methods to be executed on a continuous, as opposed to a disjointed, basis, resulting in greater
efficiency overall.
One of the major improvements to these methods of embedding wire netting into glass can
be traced to Bruce White of Mosgrove, Pennsylvania, in 1905. White patented a method of
manufacturing wire glass that attempted to mitigate the warping of wire netting upon contact with
the molten glass.115 Molten glass was poured onto a moving table where a wire netting was slowly
fed and rolled unto the table where the cooling molten glass lay. Finally, a second batch of molten
glass was poured and rolled on top. His process allowed for the molten glass to cool down before
the incorporation of the wire netting, so that the wire netting would not warp upon contact with the
molten glass.
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Another major improvement occurred in 1907 by Clement Jungers, assignor to the Western
Glass Company of Streator, Illinois. Jungers patented another process for making wire glass that
was similar to the idea proposed by White, with the exception that Jungers’ version had as its goal
uniformity and quality, and not the avoidance of warping wire netting, and was ultimately more
economical. 116

In Jungers’ process, molten glass was poured onto a moving bed where wire

netting was immediately then introduced, with another layer of glass simultaneously poured on top
(Figure 21). Though Jungers’ method involved two pours, he identified with Shuman’s single pour
method because of the solidity and quality of his glass.

Figure 21: Junger’s method of producing wire glass.117
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Other major improvements included those by Joseph Reece, Willard Van Ness and Paul
Gutmann. In 1927, Reece, who worked at the Libbey-Owens Sheet Glass Company in Toledo,
Ohio, patented a method for making wire glass that aimed to make the glass better adhere to the
wire netting and lessen the scratches or surface marks on wire glass. In Reece’s method, wire
netting was moved continuously downward into a container full of molten glass where it exited out
of a spout at the bottom of the container that allowed just enough space for the wire netting with
glass on either side of it to exit. 118 Upon leaving the spout, the wire glass was deposited onto a
moving conveyor belt where it slowly cooled. In 1932, Van Ness patented a continuous method of
producing plate glass which could include a wire netting. His process involved a continuous flow
of molten glass on a conveyor belt where the wire netting was delivered unto as well.119 And in
1942, Gutmann, who was an assignor to the Mississippi Glass Company in St. Louis, Missouri,
patented an apparatus for wire glass manufacture that attempted to better address the problem of
proper positioning of the wire netting within the glass. This machine gave the maker control over
the depth of the wire mesh within the glass with the usage of a series of rolls and conveyor belts that
could be adjusted to control the rate and level of depth in which the wire mesh was immersed into
the plate glass.120
In conclusion, in the larger process of the manufacture of wire glass, there were essentially
two methods of embedding wire netting into glass—the double pour and single pour methods. Each
of these methods was difficult and incredibly technical, and each was improved over time to better
suit itself to mass production.
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3.2 The Development of Wire Netting for Wire Glass: Wire Netting Treatments and Patterns
While the process of embedding wire netting into glass is truly a critical component in the
larger process of producing wire glass, the manufacture of the wire netting itself is also a necessary
element. At the turn of the twentieth century, wire netting for use in wire glass was given complex
chemical treatments and molded into various patterns for better adherence to the glass, prevention
of rust, easier cutting of the wire glass, and aesthetics. In response to these new treatments and
patterns, manufacturers also had to reconceptualize the way wire netting was to be cut.

Wire Netting Treatments
Wire netting was often given various chemical and mechanical treatments before being
embedded within glass. These treatments were done in order to prevent rust and the creation of
bubbles within the glass, as well as to allow for better adherence to the glass. One significant
treatment arose in 1894, Edward Walsh Junior, the son of the founder of the Mississippi Glass
Company filed a patent that prescribed that wire netting be passed under a “rapidly revolving
brush” and dipped in “acid or oil and dried” before being embedded in glass.121 The wire netting
was also slightly heated before it was laid within the semi-cooled molten glass so that there would
be no warping of the metal, and no bubbles in the glass due to combustion gases from the metal
wire netting.
Additional noteworthy treatments of wire netting were invented by John Croskey and Joseph
Locke, Joseph Sheppard and Joseph Lewis.

In 1895, Croskey and Locke of Besto Glass in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, patented a process of manufacturing wire glass that proposed that the wire
netting be coated in asbestos that had been previously heated before being embedded into the
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glass.122 The heating of the asbestos was to avoid the creation of bubbles within the wire glass
upon its warming due to the release of asbestos vapors within the glass. 123 In 1900, Sheppard
developed a treatment for wire netting that would mitigate the issue of the metal netting being
rusted upon arrival to the glass factory for its being embedded into glass.124 Sheppard argued that
coating the wire netting in metallic substances or asbestos was ineffective because the rolling and
pressing of wire glass by rollers takes the coatings off. Instead, Sheppard proposed that both the
wire netting and the rollers be sifted in dry lime or dipped in a lime and water solution. Finally, in
1930, Lewis, who worked as assignor to Blue Ridge Glass Corporation in Kingsport, Tennessee,
patented a wire glass making method that coated the wire netting in chromium before being
preheated and enveloped in molten glass using a continuous process in which the chromium coated
wire mesh was drawn into a pool of molten glass and exits between two rollers.125 The chromium
coating treatment of the wire netting aimed to eliminate the bubbles that formed around the wire
netting within the glass, which weakened the glass and marred its appearance. The bubbles were
attributed to the oxidation of the iron wire during the period preceding its being sealed into the glass
and the heating of the wire into the molten glass.126

Wire Netting Patterns
In addition to chemical treatments and metallic coatings, wire netting was molded into
various wire netting patterns so that the wire netting would be more aesthetically pleasing, create
stronger glass, better adhere to the glass, and not warp upon contact with molten glass. In 1903,
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Frank Shuman and Arno Shuman patented a wire netting pattern that would not warp upon contact
with molten glass.127 This wire netting’s twists consisted of two opposite planes, one plane being
the twists, while the other plane was the connecting bent or curved portions of the twists that
projected outward or laterally (Figure 22). This wire netting pattern consisted of a system of
strategic twists and connections, and was crafted to withstand the wire netting’s contact with molten
glass which caused most wire nettings to stretch and warp.

Figure 22: Frank and Arno Shuman’s pattern for wire netting.128
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Numerous other inventors followed in the footsteps of Frank and Arno Shuman and
proposed increasingly complex wire netting patterns. In 1906, the Continuous Glass Company,
later known as the Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company in Philadelphia, advertised what it referred to
as a “sinusoidal” wire glass (Figure 23). 129

A.
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F.

Figure 23: Variations of
Sinusoidal Wire-Glass
A One-fourth Inch Ribbed
G.

H.

B. Lenticular
C. Polished
D. Prismatic
E. Lenticular
F. One-fourth Inch Ribbed
G. Prismatic
H. Polished
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The term “sinusoidal” was used to describe the wavy nature of the wires of the netting. The
wavy wires and pattern claimed to not only be aesthetically pleasing, but also to allow the wire
netting to better adhere to the glass and make the glass less likely to break. In 1934, Frank Preston
developed a pattern for wire netting that could be “useful in the manufacture of wire glass” (Figure
24).130

Figure 24: Preston’s pattern for wire netting.

This wire netting was made to provide the sufficient rigidity needed of wire netting to create
wire glass. This pattern could be easily adapted to the typical octagonal wire netting machinery.
This pattern’s strategic placement of twists and shapes was also created to prevent the wire netting
from distorting upon being embedded in glass. In 1939, Robert Ingouf, assignor of the Fidelity
Machine Company in Wilmington, Delaware, patented a wire mesh fabric for wire glass. Ingouf
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maintained that the current hexagonal wire netting, involving twists to secure the wires in place,
was inefficient for the manufacture of wire glass. The hexagonal netting’s twists tended to hold air
when immersed in molten glass, resulting in bubbles to appear in the glass. Besides creating
bubbles in the glass, the twisted regions also created spaces that required more glass in order to be
filled, making hexagonal wire nettings more costly. Ingouf’s wire netting reduced the chances of
air bubbles because it did not involve twists to hold the wires together. His wire netting consisted
of wires laid diagonally over each to create a diamond pattern (Figure 25). The points at which the
laid wires intersect are to be welded, sweated, or fused instead of twisted.131

Figure 25: Ingouf’s New Wire Square Pattern for Wire Glass (1939).132
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Cutting Wire Glass
The cutting of wire glass presented itself to be a problem due to the increasingly complex
chemical treats and patterns imposed onto the wire netting, and so various patents developed on
how to cut wire glass. In 1895, Frank Shuman developed a method for cutting wire glass that
effectively cut the wire netting without breaking or destroying the glass.133 Shuman’s method
consisted of marking the glass where it was to be cut and then cutting the glass with a diamond saw.
In 1933, George Aurien and Gutmann, assignors to the Mississippi Wire Glass Company, patented
a method and apparatus for cross-cutting wire glass. 134 Their invention consisted of a series of
rollers that created a path to fracture the glass at points where it was previous cut with a diamond
knife (Figure 26).

Figure 26: Aurien and Gutmann’s process for cross cutting wire glass.
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3.3 Development of Glass
Glass was another critical component in the larger process of wire glass manufacture, along
with the process of embedding the wire netting into the glass and of creating the proper wire netting
itself. Glass was tested and further developed to be more aesthetically pleasing and allow through
more light. Various glass textures were created to camouflage the wire netting and distribute more
light.

Light Efficiency
The efficiency of light with wire glass became an issue because of the wire netting, which
slightly blocked the passage of light. Various glass textures were used in conjunction with wire
glass to mitigate this issue. In 1902, a group of Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies collected
wire glass samples with various glass textures from several glass companies and conducted a series
of light diffusion tests on the glass. 135 It was noted that certain types of textured wire glass
increased the light in the room more than others (Figure 27). For example, one test conducted
proved that one could “increase the light in a room thirty feet or more deep to from three to fifteen
times its present effect by using ‘Factory Ribbed’ glass instead of instead of plain glass in the upper
sash.”136
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Figure 27: Average distribution of light in a room using Plane, Factory Ribbed, Maze, and Prisms. 137

Various patents developed to make glass as transparent as possible by polishing it. In 1922,
Clifford Rowley, an assignor of the Libbey-Owens Sheet Glass Company, patented a continuous
drawing method to solve the problem of the glass surface needing to be ground and polished to be
transparent.138 Later in 1924, George Shields patented a wire glass machine that used a single pour
method which rolled glass to various thicknesses with surface designs or patterns.139 This process
catered to eliminated surface flaws in the glass with its single pour method and allowed the option
of giving the glass various textures or patterns.
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Aesthetics and Textured Glass
At the time of the twentieth century, some people found wire glass to be so aesthetically
unappealing that they did not install it in buildings, which might seem surprising given the
resurgence of wire glass in the current design and construction aesthetic of today. Often building
owners would install wire glass only on the upper floors and not on the first floor.140 This halfapproach to using wire glass was argued by wire glass companies to be a foolish move, as the
building’s products and people on the lower floors, as well as adjacent buildings, were put at risk if
a fire were to start on the floors with no wire glass (Figure 28).141

Figure 28: Post-fire of American Type Founders Co., the wire glass in the
upper two floors is intact while the plate glass on the ground floor is wrecked.
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To overcome the aesthetics issue of the time, textured glass was used to diffuse more light
and to camouflage the “ugly” wire netting embedded within it (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Highland Glass Company’s Patterned Wire Glass- Mystic Wire Glass, Colonial Wire Glass, Prism
Wire Glass, Rough Wire Glass, Prism Glass Cathedral Glass, Polished Ideal Glass, Ripple Glass (1932). 142

Most glass textures for wire glass could be produced by any one of multiple wire glass
companies, while other glass textures were unique to particular companies. Popular glass textures
for wire glass included: “Prism,” “Ribbed,” “Polished,” “Hammered,” “Colonial,” “Florentine or
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Muranese,” and “Rough.” There are many impressive examples of glass textures that were unique
to certain companies. For example, in addition to the more mainstream textures, Highland Glass
Company offered certain unique textures, including “Mystic Wire Glass,” “Cathedral Glass,”
“Ripple Glass,” and “Liberty Wire Glass (Figure 28 on previous page, and Figure 30). Similarly,
the Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company offered the “Cobweb” glass texture (Figure 31); the
Mississippi Wire Glass Company carried the “Maze” glass texture (Figure 32); and the Western
Glass Company carried the exclusive “Holly” glass texture (Figure 33).

Figure 30: Second to left, Highland Glass Company’s “Liberty Wire Glass.” 143

Figure 31: (Second to the left) Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company’s “Cobweb” wire glass. 144
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Figure 32: (Second to left) Mississippi Wire Glass Company’s “Maze” glass texture.145

Figure 33: (Middle) Western Glass Company’s “Holly” glass texture. 146

3.4 Development of Installation of Wire Glass
As the complex process of wire glass manufacture was further developed and made more
sophisticated, the process of installing the wire glass similarly improved. The Pennsylvania Wire
Glass Company worked to improve its corrugated wire glass roofing by making it more weathertight by providing compensation for differences in the form or size of the corrugations of the wire
glass and to arrange for supporting the glass at an inclination in a patent from 1933.
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Later,

Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company’s advertisements from the 1940s indicate that they adopted a
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type of installation system for their wire glass involving corrugated asbestos roofing (Figure 34).
The Hires Turner Glass Company’s Corrugated Wire Glass catalogue from 1924 claimed to have
perfected a special corrugated wire glass for lighthouse installation.148

Figure 34: Plan of Pennsylvania Wire Glass’ Corrugated Wire Glass Skylights Used with Corrugated Asbestos
Roofing (1943).149

In sum, at its peak at the beginning of the twentieth century, the manufacture of wire glass
was technically complex, and both advanced and made further complex by its accommodation to
mass production in the aftermath of the Industrial Revolution. As the various sub-processes were
refined and made more efficient and aesthetically pleasing, wire glass’ popularity as the preferable
solution to design and construction of plate glass seemed solidified.
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4. PRESERVATION—THE DECLINE OF WIRE GLASS AND ITS REBIRTH TODAY
Despite the many benefits provided by the innovation of wire glass and its widespread
popularity in the United States at the turn of the twentieth century as the safe, fire retardant and
shatterproof alternative to the design and construction of buildings with plate glass, traditional wire
glass grew into disfavor by the time of the World Wars. Having understood the history of wire
glass and the complexity of its manufacture, in this Chapter I plan to touch on the decline of wire
glass and how, given its recent rebirth in design and building construction today, we can seek to
preserve this historic material. Wire glass deserves to be restored, not simply because it is trendy
today, but also because of its rich and complex history.

4.1 The Decline of Wire Glass
The decline of wire glass in the United States during the World Wars can be linked to
several potential causes, including (1) the introduction of new glass types that were less complex
and more economical to produce; (2) restrictions in the manufacture of products made with metal
due to wartime production needs during the World Wars; and (3) transfer of wire glass production
abroad.
First, given the introduction of new glass types such as laminated glass or “safety glass” in
the late 1910s, tempered glass in the 1920s, and float glass in the 1950s, the use of wire glass
decreased.150 Easier, cheaper, and more efficient methods of manufacturing wire glass led to the
decline of the double pour and single pour methods of manufacture. Producing wire glass using
lamination and float glass methods resulted in more predictable output in terms of quality. Both
Appert and Shuman mention discarding a certain amount of their manufactured wire glass that was
not good enough quality to be sold.151 Initially, laminated glass and tempered glass had come to the
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glass market for spaces that were inappropriate for traditional wire glass, such as windshields of
automobiles, planes, and storefronts—after all, if wire glass were to have been installed in these
spaces the wire netting within the wire glass would block the view of the driver, pilot, and window
shopper—but soon these new types of glass were advanced to apply to additional spaces, including
those that had previously been essentially the exclusive domain of wire glass. 152 The method of
producing wire glass using lamination methods is possible because the wire netting is thin and not
bulky as historic wire nettings.153 The method of producing wire glass using float glass methods
allows for more solidarity and precision in the depth of the wire netting in the glass. The wire
netting’s specific density has been calculated and engineered to rise exactly halfway up within the
glass. 154

The more efficient methods of manufacturing laminated and float glass led to

obsolescence of producing wire glass using the single and double pour methods. In this way,
traditional wire glass was still installed in a wide variety of buildings, but far less frequently than
before.155
Another likely cause of the decline of wire glass involved restrictions in manufacturing
products with metal due to wartime production needs during the World Wars. In the Sweets
Catalogue dated 1943, Pennsylvania Wire Glass Company advertisements are littered with yellow
notices as follows:
Because of Wartime restrictions on the use of metals, we are prepared to furnish Original
and Solid Corrugated Wire Glass Skylights and Sidewall Construction (including top-hung,
pivoted and fixed frames) with fittings of Clear Heart Tidewater Red Cypress.156
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In these notices, a wooden frame is substituted for a metal frame. For fireproofing buildings, a
metal frame was required by this period under city and state laws, making this an improper
installation for fireproofing. Perhaps this improper form of fireproofing deterred customers from
purchasing the product during this time period.

In addition, in 1942, the Office of Price

Administration put a price fix on wire glass during World War II, but The Wall Street Journal
concluded that this did not affect wire glass manufacturers, as it only maintained the industries’
fixed prices of the past. 157
A third likely contribution to the decline of wire glass in the United States was the transfer
of wire glass production abroad using newer and more efficient methods of glass manufacture.
Overseas manufacture of wire glass using more efficient methods of producing float glass and
laminated glass supplanted the wire glass making industry in the United States. More and more
foreign wire glass patents are produced which manufacture wire glass using float glass or laminated
glass, instead of using traditional plate glass.158
In sum, there were a variety of reasons behind the eventual decline of wire glass. The result
was that, by the end of World War II, the once-innovative solution to the problems posed by the
invention of plate glass in the Industrial Revolution had itself been replaced.

4.2 Current Methods of Preserving Wire Glass
Today, wire glass is experiencing a resurgence in popularity, primarily as a trend in building
design and construction. Due to this renewed interest in wire glass, people have turned to the
preservation of existing pieces of traditional wire glass. As I have explained in this thesis, in
addition to whatever trendiness the medium is currently experiencing, wire glass also deserves to be
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preserved due to its rich history and complex nature. 159 Historic wire glass was a vital component
in the evolution of building technology. Wire glass has continually evolved in order to become
more efficient in function and method of manufacture. Because of wire glass’ continual evolution,
older forms of it no longer exist. It is therefore crucial that wire glass be preserved, as older forms
of it within buildings are no longer manufactured today.
The methods of preserving wire glass today are based more on salvage and replication rather
than repair. Each method of preservation presents various challenges. The current replication
processes are only moderately successful, expensive, and often subject to material failure. The
salvage of historic wire glass is extensive and often inappropriately installed. The use of salvaged
and replicated laminated wire glass can be problematic as it brings into question the authenticity of
materials within that historic building.

Replication
Replication of wire glass is done using three lamination methods: (1) Polyvinyl Butyral
(PVB), (2) Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA), and (3) a Resin Pour Method.160 While wire glass can
be replicated using these lamination processes, it does not resemble the historic wire glass in which
it replaced. Historic wire glass has a patina and imperfections within its glass that cannot be created
using lamination methods.
For the PVB method of replication, two layers of clear glass are used. One layer is brushed
with PVB, and a wire mesh is then placed on top and followed by a second layer of glass on top of
the mesh. This wire glass sandwich is then put in an oven and heat pressured up to 10atm (i.e.,
when PVA liquefies) in order for the layers to adhere. The EVA method is essentially the same
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process as the PVA process, but less EVA is applied to the glass and it is done at a lower pressure
and temperature. While both the PVB and EVA lamination methods have been used to replicate
historic wire glass, they are not recommended because the glass tends to break in the oven vacuum
and the lamination often fails to stick the layers of wire glass together because the wire is too thick
(Figure 35).

Figure 35: Replicated historic wire glass experiencing delamination161
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The Resin Pour Method is the most expensive of all the lamination methods, but probably
the best option for replicating wire glass. For the Resin Pour Method, the resin is injected into the
cavity in which the wire mesh is laid between two glass sheets. After the resin is injected, it is
cured with UV light. This process is often used to create art glasses or restoration glasses with
irregular surfaces.
The thickness of replicated laminated wire glass presents some issues when it comes to
installation. Replicated laminated wire glass is thicker than historic wire glass. Wire glass window
panes within a single window have to be of the same thickness to function effectively as a system.
Because of this, the replacement of one cracked wire glass pane for a thick laminated pane
sometimes pushes for the replacement of all the other panes as well. 162 It is also difficult to find the
correct wire netting to replicate historic wire glass. Conservators are faced with the problematic
issue of locating wire netting that matches historic wire nettings in pattern and size. 163 Most wire
netting types are no longer produced in America and many American glass manufacturers today
have wire glass replicated abroad because they do not have a wire netting that matches the
replacement. 164 Importing replicated wire glass or even just the netting is costly. 165 Major glass
producers in America (i.e. Bear Glass, Cardinal Glass Industries, Guardian Glass, PPG Flat Glass,
and Pilkington Glass) point towards Ashai Glass (AGC), located in Tokyo, Japan, as the sole
manufacturer of wire glass with chicken wire using historical methods. 166 Contact with AGC
proved them to be wrong as I was informed they no longer manufacture wire glass with chicken
wire nettings using historical methods.167
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Salvage
Salvaged historic wire glass is sometimes used to replace damaged historic wire glass.
There are many salvage companies where one can purchase historic wire glass, including:
Philadelphia Salvage Company, located in Philadelphia; Olde Good Things located in New York
and Los Angeles; and Vintage Industrial Glass, Philadelphia. Though salvaged wire glass can be
used as a replacement for damaged historic wire glass, often replicated laminated wire glass is
chosen instead because salvaged wire glass pieces tend to be too small and larger pieces are
needed.168
Unfortunately, salvaged wire glass is often installed inappropriately. For example, every so
often the salvaged historic wire glass pane is installed without regard to the other panes within the
same window.

Sometimes the salvaged wire glass piece does not physically resemble its

surrounding historic wire glass panes. The salvaged wire glass’ wire mesh could be different in
pattern and glass color compared to its surrounding original historic wire glass. Other times, the
wire netting within this salvaged piece runs in a different direction than the adjacent pieces (Figure
36).
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Figure 36: The salvaged wire glass pane’s netting (far left) runs in a different direction compared its
surrounding window panes within the same window.169

Another challenge is that salvaged wire glass sometimes does not meet the building codes
required of glass today.170 To avoid the possibility of salvaged wire glass not fitting current
building codes, laminated wire glass that is used instead.171 A film is sometimes added to salvaged
or historic wire glass to improve its performance so that it meets current building codes.172

Repair
My research to date has not found anyone who repairs wire glass. When wire glass is
cracked or damaged, the wire netting is exposed and hence subject to corrosion. This corrosion is
difficult to clean as parts are embedded within the glass and other parts are exposed. The great
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difficulty in cleaning corroded wire (which is necessary to repair the crack) means it is often
practically more feasible to simply remove the wire glass rather than repair it.
Hypothetically, if a corroded wire netting was to be fully cleaned, the methods of repairing
the crack would be limited. Epoxies, resins, and adhesives can be used to fill the crack, but these
products often discolor with time and turn yellow.173 So while the crack may be sealed it will still
be visible, as much of the early wire glass tends to be green in color while epoxies, resins, and
adhesives are not and discolor with time.174 On the other hand, while this method may make sealed
cracks aesthetically unappealing and still visible, the original historic wire glass can be kept in situ
and is made more structurally sound and safe for public use.
Epoxies currently being used in conservation for glass repair that should be tested on wire
glass are: (1) Hxtal NYL-1, (2) Loctite E 30Cl, and (3) Epo-Tek 301 and 301-2.175 A problem that
one needs to take into account when testing epoxies used in conservation is that they tend to be for
small glass objects in museum spaces, rather than utilitarian architectural glass. For instance, Hxtal
NYL-1 has been used on glass pottery within museums.176 Loctite is an adhesive that has been used
in stained glass conservation and requires UV light to set. 177 Epo-Tek 301 and 301-2 are clear
drying epoxies used, not only on glass, but also on wood, ceramic, and stone.178 Other adhesives
and fillers mentioned in the conservation literature that could be looked into for the repair of wire
glass include Araldite AY103/HY956, Ablebond 342-1, Fynebond, and Araldite 2020 (otherwise
known as Ciba-Geigy XW396/XW397).179
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Epoxies and resins used to repair automobile windshields have been investigated to
determine if they could be used to repair wire glass. Many of these epoxies and resins are said to be
fairly stable and do not discolor with time. However, epoxies and resins are only used to repair
cracks in windshields of laminated glass, and not float or plate glass (that is used in historic wire
glass).180 Cracked windshields of float glass are replaced, and cracked windshields of plate glass
are replaced with float or laminated glass.181

4.3 Future Research for Preservation of Traditional Wire Glass
Further research needs to be done on how to address broken wire glass.

Replication

methods are costly, prone to material failure, and often do not successfully imitate historic wire
glass. Salvaged wire glass is often installed inappropriately and does not match the historic wire
glass.

Both replicated laminated wire glass and salvaged wire glass bring into question the

authenticity of materials within a historic building. Existing methods of wire glass repair should be
explored and modified to allow original wire glass to remain in situ, therefore preserving the
authenticity of a historic building’s materials.
In addition to these more active preservation methods, preservationists may also consider
not repairing or replacing damaged wire glass if its location (and minimal use) allows for it. A
hands-off approach to wire glass may be wise considering this material cannot be reproduced
anymore by historic means and that the wire nettings required for replication using faulty
lamination methods are difficult to obtain.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, I sought to provide a deeper motivation in favor of the preservation of wire
glass today by exploring the technical history of the medium. The Industrial Revolution was a
period of amazing evolution in the history of glass manufacture. Plate glass technology allowed for
new design and building construction concepts, including the Crystal Palace, but this was an
imperfect technology. As the brilliant minds of the Revolution struggled to grapple with the
obstacles posed by plate glass, wire glass was eventually born. This new glass type spread across
the United States in subsequent years, fueled by the American mass media’s coverage of
conflagrations and the public’s consequent association of wire glass with safety given its fire
retardant and shatterproof qualities. Wire glass was technically incredibly difficult to produce,
especially in mass production, and although inventors experimented with various treatments and
patterns, wire glass remained was comparatively expensive (though people generally believed the
safety benefits outweighed the costs).
While wire glass grew into disfavor by the end of World War II, being replaced by newer
types of glass, renewed interest in wire glass has begun to stir in design circles, and so preservation
of existing wire glass has become a relevant topic. I hope I have given the recent wire glass trend
greater significance and meaning with this thesis. It is important that wire glass be preserved and its
technical history be known. Knowledge of the technical history of wire glass brings further
understanding to not only the past, but also the current direction of development in building
technology, science, and society.182
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The research collected for this thesis was examined, connected in various manners, debated, and interpreted to form
a coherent technical history of wire glass. The exact origins of wire glass and the reasons for its decline in use could be
further explored. Due to time constraints and language barriers, the business history of wire glass and its development
abroad were not addressed. How the idea of wire glass was transported from Europe to the United States could be
further investigated in the French and German languages, as many of the early inventors of wire glass were German and
French. The business history of wire glass could shed further light on the decline of wire glass and its development
abroad.
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7. APPENDIX
This appendix contains a timeline and a series of maps. The timeline consists of important
dates in the history of wire glass from 1850 to the present. The timeline also splits the history of
wire glass into the following themes: glass manufacture, new buildings, testing, law, insurance,
embedding netting, wire netting, glass, and wire glass advocacy in media.
A total of thirteen maps were created using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). One
map exhibits the total number of wire glass patents per state in the United States from 1892 (earliest
U.S. patent) to the present. The rest of the maps are divided into six pairs showing number of wire
glass patents per state alongside number of wire glass inventors per state for each decade from 1890
to the present. The maps show the rise and fall of patent filings to directly correlate with the rise
and fall of wire glass.
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7.1 Timeline
1850-1860

1870

1880

Glass Manufacture

(1850) Plate Glass Abroad

(1880s) Plate glass in the
United States

New Buildings

(1850) Trainsheds; (18501860) Freight elevators; (1851)
Crystal Palace

(1880-1890s) Passenger
elevators

Testing

(1875) Testing on
skylights of Point d’Ain
Railway in Bourg, France

Law

(1878) Wire netting use
mandated for skylights in
San Franciso

Insurance

Wire Glass:
Embedding Netting

Wire Glass: Wire
Netting

1890

1910

1920

(1910s) Safety or Laminated
Glass

(1920s) Tempered Glass

1930-1940

1950-Present

(1950s) Float Glass

(1893) Great Columbian Exposition in
Chicago uses wire netting

(1902) Factory Mutual Insurance
Co. tests light transmission of
different wire glass' textures

(1894) Chicago mandates use of wire
netting for skylights; (1898) Pennsylvania
state law states wire glass may be used
instead of netting; (1899) New York state
law mandates wire glass use

(1890) Fourth Annual Meeting of National
Fire Protection Association; (1892) Board
of Underwriters standards for wire glass

(1915) Sanborn Maps note
wire glass use

(1970s) last U.S. patents filed
for wire glass using pour
methods in America and in
U.K.; (1976) Ono's patent for
wire glass made with float
glass

(1887) Armstrong's English
(1855) Newton's English patent (1871) Hyatt's English patent for single pour method;
(1892) Shuman's single pour method;
for sandwich method using glass
patent for sandwich
(1889) Tenner's German patent (France & Germany-1893, America- 1898)
molds
method using glass molds for sandwich method using glass
Appert's double pour method
molds

(1894) Croskey's wire netting coated in
asbestos

(1903) Shuman's hexagonal
netting; (1906) Continuous Wire
Glass Co.'s "Sinusoidal" wire
netting

(1915) Cox and Shuman of
(1900) Glass companies advertise
the Pennsylvania Wire Glass
wire glass in various glass textures
Co. patent for corrugated
in catalogues
wire glass

Wire Glass: Glass

Wire Glass in Media
& Advocacy for Wire
Glass Use

1900

(1892) 1st mention of wire glass in
American newspapers

(1902) Los Angeles Times
(1916) Black Tom Explosion
advocates wire glass use; (1906)
in Jersey City
San Francisco Fire & Earthquake

(1930) Blue Ridge Glass
(1993) Hickman's patent for
(1929) Vitalite Co.'s superfine Corp.'s wire netting coated in
colored wire netting; (2006)
wire netting coated in
chromium; (1939) Fidelity
Okeefe's patent for reinforcing
cellulose acetate composition
Machine Co.'s diamond
wire glass
patternedn wire netting

(1924) Hires Turner Co.
catalogue for corrugated wire
glass
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7.2 Maps
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